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The 14th edition of the biennial International Work-Con-

ference on Artificial Neural Networks (IWANN 2017)

gathered together more than one hundred significant con-

tributors in the fields of artificial neural networks, machine

learning, computational intelligence, and related topics.

After the conference, which was held in Cádiz (Spain), in

June 2017, a set of outstanding papers were selected and

their authors invited to prepare an extended version. This

special issue of Neural Computing and Applications com-

prises the nine papers that were finally accepted after a

thorough reviewing process.

The IWANN events were born in 1991, and are cur-

rently co-chaired by researchers from the Universidad de

Málaga, the Universidad de Granada, and the Universitat

Politècnica de Catalunya. Since its inception, all the papers

accepted to the conferences have been collected in volumes

published by Springer Verlag in the book series Lecture

Notes in Computer Science [3–5, 7, 11–20, 24, 26–30, 33].

Besides, a number of special issues of top-tier journals

have comprised selected papers from the latest editions,

which were revised and substantially extended. These

special issues were published in Neurocomputing

[2, 6, 21, 22, 31, 32], Neural Processing Letters [1, 8, 23],

and Soft Computing [25].

Despite the difficult delimitation of the field, the basic

ideas of Neural Computation [10] have always somehow

been present in all the advances: parallelism and learning.

The range of applications has also been more and more

enlarged, so nowadays machine learning is pervasive, not

only in scientific or engineering disciplines, but also in all

aspects of society. Undeniably, the major breakthrough in

the last decade is the success of Deep Learning [9] algo-

rithms. Yet the application of computational intelligence

techniques to critical tasks requires a continued research

effort to provide both rigorous support and explanation to

decision making.

Some of the papers selected for this special issue focus

on principled applications of machine learning to diverse

important real-world tasks, including engineering, medical

diagnostics, image processing, and bioinformatics. Other

contributions use such applications as a proof of concept to

design, analyse, and test new architectures or parameter-

setting methodologies. Therefore, the interaction between

theoretical advances and applied results leads to a synergy

that is consistent with the aims and scope of Neural

Computing and Applications. The nine accepted papers can

be roughly classified into three categories:

– Biological applications Three contributions place them-

selves at the frontier of computational intelligence and

biomedical disciplines.

– The paper Analysis on the potential of an EA-

surrogate modelling tandem for deep learning

parametrization: an example for cancer classifica-

tion from medical images by Ruxandra Stoean,

introduces a novel methodology to efficiently set the

parameters of a convolutional neural network and

rank the importance of the involved variables, in the

context of medical image interpretation.

– The authors Francisco J. Veredas, Daniel Urda, José

L. Subirats, Francisco R. Cantón, and Juan C. Aledo

study the selection of biological markers that

forecast the occurrence of certain chemical events

in proteins, in their paper Combining feature
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engineering and feature selection to improve the

prediction of methionine oxidation sites in proteins.

– The different, but also biology-related, field of

wearable devices used to monitor activity of

mobility impaired or elderly is explored in the

paper Posture transition analysis with barometers:

contribution to accelerometer-based algorithms by

Daniel Rodrı́guez-Martı́n, Albert Samà, Carlos

Pérez-López, Andreu Català, and Joan Cabestany.

– Industrial engineering The remarkably important tasks

related to a variety of technological processes are the

object of five accepted papers.

– The paper Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis of an

ANN-based spectral analysis method, by José

Ramón Salinas, Francisco Garcı́a-Lagos, Javier

Diaz de Aguilar, Gonzalo Joya, and Francisco

Sandoval, deals with a neural algorithm that com-

putes signal spectra. The method is taken into a

stochastic context, providing a measure of the

uncertainty of its results.

– The field of fault diagnosis is explored by Andre

Loechte, Ole Gebert, Daniel Heming, Klaus T.

Kallis, and Peter Gloesekoetter, in their paper A

quadratic boundedness approach to a neural net-

work-based simultaneous estimation of actuator and

sensor faults. In particular, the contribution lies in

the robust simultaneous estimation of uncertainty in

both types of transducers.

– The contribution authored by L. Cornejo-Bueno, C.

Camacho-Gómez, A. Aybar-Ruiz, L. Prieto, A.

Barea-Ropero, and S. Salcedo-Sanz proposes a

hybrid algorithm for the classification of low-

probability events in wind farms, under the title

Wind Power Ramp Events Detection with a Hybrid

Neuro-Evolutionary Approach.

– The paper An Intelligent Transportation System to

Control Air Pollution and Road Traffic in Cities

Integrating CEP and Colored Petri nets, by Grego-

rio Dı́az, Hermenegilda Macià, Valentı́n Valero,

Juan Boubeta-Puig, and Fernando Cuartero, tackles

the critical issue of air quality in urban areas by

building a city map model that allows for simulation

and decision making.

– Image processing Finally, the paper Pooling spike

neural network for fast rendering in global illumina-

tion, authored by Joseph Constantin, Andre Bigand, and

Ibtissam Constantin, constitutes arguably its own

category by proposing a neural algorithm to generate

photo-realistic images.

The guest editors gratefully acknowledge the outstanding

work of all the contributing authors, as well as the

committed effort of the anonymous reviewers to provide

useful comments and suggestions that have greatly

improved the quality of the papers. We would also like to

thank Dr. John MacIntyre and the Neural Computing and

Applications editorial board for giving us the opportunity

to publish this special issue, which could have hardly come

into existence without the efficient management by the

editorial staff of the publisher Springer.

We are glad to invite all authors and interested readers

of this issue to contribute to future IWANN conferences,

by proposing a Special Session and submitting a paper.

Upcoming editions of IWANN are announced at the web

page: http://iwann.uma.es.
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